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 Serina, Grandma, Lisa, Tashelle, Thomas

Hi!  We’re the Flip Flop Ranch family.
We come from generations of farmers, but the last generation moved off the farm 

leaving us with no farm skills whatsoever.   Farming was in our blood and we always itched 
to be out in the country.  Plus when movies like Food Inc came out, we really wanted to raise 
our own healthy food.  When we finally were able to purchase some land, we started from 
ground zero.  We didn’t know how to fix a pipe or raise a chicken.

We didn’t grow up in 4-H or FFA or any of those farm programs some kids are lucky 
enough to be in.  We read lots of books and watched lots of Youtube videos, but we always 
wished there were experienced farmers around to help us.

A few years ago, we had a conversation with the head of a Crisis Response Team.  His 
team was out in the desert nearby for 3 months, learning to live without electricity, learning 
to raise animals, garden and become self-sufficient.  He told us that they were motivated to 
do this when his team spent some time in Haiti right after the earthquake.  In Haiti, he said, 
people starved while chickens and goats ran free on the streets.  Nobody, including the crisis 
teams, knew what to do with the livestock.

We began to ask people in our own circles whether they’d be able to survive if a 
disaster hit and what they knew about food production.  We heard comments like “I didn’t 
know milk only came from female animals” and “Eggs come from chickens?” and “Why 
don’t you buy meat from the store?  Why do you have to kill animals?”  People knew very 
little about farming, but we also heard comments from just about everyone saying they’d 
love to learn.

By this time, we had gained a lot of skill in farming and decided it was time to share it 
with others.  We feel passionate about making sure people know enough about farming that 
they could survive a disaster if they had to.  And we don’t want them to just know a little.  

The Farm Family
We’re very relaxed and enjoy woofers who are funny and really want to become part 

of the family.  At the same time we hold hard work and self motivation very highly.  
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Lisa Harvey - Owner. Financial Accounts and cares for the farm’s hounds.  Works super hard 
off the farm as a college professor.
Serina Harvey - Manager/Owner’s daughter. She is responsible for the complete workings of 
the farm. If any problems with animals, equipment or guests, she is the one to seek out. She 
oversees all employees.
Tashelle Bagwell - Owner’s daughter.  Doesn’t live at the ranch, but is often here to fix 
things.  Mechanic extraordinaire.
Thomas Bagwell - Tashelle’s husband.  Doesn’t live at the ranch, but is often here to fix 
things and butcher.  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Working at Flip Flop Ranch
We hope you are excited to start working at 

Flip Flop Ranch. The good
news is that working here could possibly be the 
most unique, unusual, fun and funniest
job anyone could ever have. We hope that each 
wwoofer becomes part of the family and have 
maintained relationships with some of our woofers 
for years!  

We mostly raise livestock to sell as babies to 
other farmers and use any we can ’t sell for meat.  
We also have an orchard, vineyard and garden.  
During certain times of the year we have a lot of 
visitors.  Some of them come for a mini vacation 
staying in our farmhouse.  Other times we have 
groups from schools or clubs that come and camp 
out.   

Our goal with both guests as well as workers 
is for the farm to become “A Family Tradition.”

We want to greatly exceed our guest’s 
expectations with genuinely FRIENDLY

and CARING people that take pride in what they do. This is accomplished by trusting
each other, believing that each person has a contribution to the success of the farm and 
treating every person with respect and honesty.

Before accepting the job, however, recognize the often-overlooked factors.  Although a 
lot of fun, working at Flip Flop Ranch is a lot of hard work. You will take very few breaks 
during the time you are here and will be going going going! You will be working with 
animals that can be potentially dangerous and guests that occasionally can be grumpy.  These 
are all things to be aware of and prepared for.

Wwoofers are not just volunteers
Let's start with first things first.  Wwoofers are not just volunteers.  Wwoofers are 

valuable members of the work team at Flip Flop Ranch and we could not function without 
your help.  This means that we value and respect you and it also means that we need you to 
work hard for us and not see this as just a time to goof around (although a little goofing is 
ok).

As you are not technically “paid,” most Wwoofers see their position as not costing the 
farmer.  This is not true.  The farmer is paying for your food, your rent, your education in 
how to do farm work, taking you out to social events such as the movies, and in our 
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experience also paying for broken tools and occasionally animals that become sick or die 
because of neglect or mistakes made in their care and feeding.  

Please remember that what you are doing is caring for the well-being of the farm 
family and the animals and plants that live here.  This is an important job and can truly be life 
or death in some situations.  When someone forgets to get the pigs water on the hottest day 
of the summer, you realize how vital of a role the Wwoofer plays.  You are not just a 
volunteer.

How many hours do I work each day?
The following is a general schedule of work on the farm.  However, depending on the 

time of the year and the weather, the schedule could easily change. During the summer 
months, the heat is often so bad in the middle of the day that we take a long “Siesta" and then 
finish chores in the cooler hours of the evening.  You are also allowed to take breaks as 
needed, but we ask that you make them as short as possible and really commit to getting the 
chores done.  We truly depend on you and your hard work.

General Schedule

8:00am Work starts (please have breakfast and be dressed prior to this)

12:00pm Lunch break

1:00pm Back to work

5:00pm Work done for the day
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Some days we work extra hard. For example, if a pig is having babies until 2 o'clock in the 
morning you may have a particularly long day. However we try to balance this out by taking 
the next day easy or giving you an afternoon or an extra day off if possible.

What if I am really tired or sick?
Since we try to treat you like family, we want to make sure that you are taken care of 

while you are here.  If you need a break, all you need to do is ask for one. Occasionally we 
may encourage you to keep working or say that a job needs to be finished first.  However, we 
are very considerate of your needs.  

If a job is too much for you to handle, for example it is too hot or the job is too 
difficult, just come and talk to us. There are always jobs that need to be done inside or in the 
shade.

If you get sick, then we will treat you just like we would treat one of our own.  Lots of 
rest, 7-Up and Popsicles.  

While we expect you to work as hard as you can with a smile on your face, we also 
recognize that you are human.

Do I get the weekend off?
We generally work Monday through Saturday.  Sundays are days off except for animal 

feeding, Church and any emergencies.  We are very much out in the ”Boonies" so if you are 
expecting to hop off to town for the afternoon then that is not possible unless you have a car.  
We prefer woofers who enjoy spending time with us and in nature on the farm.  If you are 
desiring a very active social life while you wwoof, you will not find that here.  However, if 
you are looking to become part of a family and participate in a cultural exchange then this is 
your type of thing.

What kind of work will I be doing?
 The sorts of jobs we ask of our Wwoofers 
vary from day to day and can often change 
quickly due to circumstances that arise on the 
farm. It’s often difficult to predict in advance 
the jobs that may need to be done during the 
day. Examples of some farm chores include 
milking, feeding animals, cleaning out animal 
pens, pulling & chopping weeds, gardening, 
constructing garden beds, fencing, stock 
handling, tourist interaction and 
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accommodation cleaning (we run a farm stay cottage on the farm), renovating and household 
chores. We are always happy to provide instruction and guidance on these and other tasks 
around the farm. 
• Feeding animals
• Cleaning stalls
• Pulling weeds
• Building a fence
• Socializing kittens, puppies or goats
• Bottlefeeding lambs
• Picking fruit
• And much more

The longer you stay and the more competent you are, the more responsibilities and 
diversity we will give you in chores.  Some of our Wwoofers we don't trust to do anything 
more than pull weeds.  However others have learned to train horses, make cheese or soap 
and many other exciting things.

The weather can be quite extreme in both Winter and 
Summer here on the farm and we are happy to work with you 
to adjust work times to ensure that you are able to manage the 
work with the climate. Much of the work involves manual 
labour and a reasonable level of fitness and strength is 
recommended. We do try to ensure that we match the farm job 
to our Wwoofer’s capabilities. 

We also ask that our Wwoofers assist with the 
preparation of meals and basic household duties such as 
washing up, setting the table, sweeping, etc as you would in a 
normal family situation. Our family works together to lighten the load on everyone and we 
ask that our Wwoofers do this also.  Help around the house. Take a turn at cooking, washing 
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Don’t sell yourself short. Tell us about any skills or hobbies you 
may have. “I’m a bread-baking fanatic. At our first farm there was a 

rainstorm, and the family asked me to bake bread for my workshift. I 
was in heaven and got to swap recipes and tips with the family. At 

another farm, the owner showed us a beautiful mural of Istanbul that 
a WWOOFer had done a few years ago. Another family told a story 
of having a civil engineer grad student WWOOFer who helped them 

build a bridge in their yard.” Everyone has something to offer.



up, tidying - it’s appreciated. Household tasks like this are 
extra to the hours of help that you have agreed to, just like a 
real family.

Will I be working by myself?
While we try to have at least two Wwoofers here at any 
one time, there is a good chance you could end up working 
by yourself.  If you do not enjoy solitary work or cannot 
stay motivated, farm work is probably not for you.

Do I ever get to have fun?
Well, if you don't find the idea of living on a farm and 
interacting with animals, nature, and the farm family fun 
then you probably shouldn’t be Wwoofing. Fun on the farm 
is a lot of being able to entertain yourself without needing 
city distractions.  We do have a game room with a pool 
table, air hockey, and foosball.  You can watch TV or play 

video games.  Sometimes we go to the movies or up the mountains to the lake.  

If you are interested in taking time off to see tourist attractions in Southern California 
please talk to us about this in advance.  Not only do we need to know for the farm schedule, 
but we may be able to help you out.
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Take advantage of your hosts’ 
knowledge. No matter how tired you 

are at the end of the day, don’t hole up 
in your room with your iPad. Making a 
connection with the family is a huge 

part of the experience.

"It NEEDS to come from two sides. It does not work if the 
WWOOFers think they're on a laid back holiday in a catered 
hotel. We realised that when we willingly worked very hard, 

our hosts were more than willing to show us the sights and a
fantastic time!"

- Eef and Amy, Netherlands (WWOOFers)



Wwoofers who really work hard get rewarded.  Some Wwoofers really put out an effort and 
we believe that effort deserves fun in exchange!!

Do I have to go to church with you on Sundays?
Yes.  Because we try to make woofers feel like part of the family, we also take you to church 
with us.  When we have guests, we may not be able to attend, but we do try to go every 
Sunday.  

I don't speak English well. Does that matter?
Yes, it does matter. We feel uncomfortable with someone who is very difficult to 

understand. Working on a farm depends on effective communication and poor 
communication can result in animals dying or injury to them or you.

HOWEVER, we are okay if you speak decent English. We don't expect you to be 
perfect at it, but we need to be able to communicate with you.  Before you come, you should 
study farm vocabulary so that you know words such as shovel, manure, weeds, rake, hoe, 
feed, hay, grain, etc.  Please also bring a translation dictionary if you feel you may struggle.

Do you allow Wwoofers to use the internet?
Due to previous issues with internet connection and the cost to us for internet service 

to our country area, we do not provide internet connections for our Wwoofers. We suggest 
purchasing a wireless USB to use on your own laptop or cellphone hotspot as we do get 
service here.  If there is an emergency need for Internet use, we will of course allow you to 
briefly use it.

Where will I live?
Wwoofers stay in the house in our extra bedrooms or camp outside.

House Quiet Times:
We close down the house at 9pm every night unless 
we have a movie night or a gathering
of some sort. This allows us some family time, to 
catch up on computer work, and get reorganized for 
the next day. You are welcome to move to the outdoor 
social area or fire pit as long as you are not disturbing 
the other WWOOFers or guests. We ask that you stay 
respectful of others in your community and do not 
disturb others when they are sleeping.
Visitors: While we encourage you to make friends, 
we do not allow unapproved visitors on the farm. Do 
NOT bring strangers to our home.  If you have family 
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or friends coming through town and want to show them the farm, please discuss it with us 
first.  Visitors will be asked to contribute for their meals.
Campfires: Campfires are welcomed. Please only build a fire in the designated fire pit and 
after asking us for permission. Gathering around a fire is an excellent time for storytelling 
and playing music.  We encourage you to bring your instruments!
Laundry: We have a washing machine here that you are welcome to use.

Do you feed me?
We provide food for three meals a day. Sometimes we cook and sometimes we don’t.  

Sometimes days are just too busy to prepare a big meal and you may be on your own. You are 
generally on your own for breakfast and lunch.

Like many WWOOF hosts, we live on below average incomes for our country. Feeding
you is a big expense.
•  If you require unusual items in your diet, bring them with you.
• Ask for seconds and be aware that everyone gets enough firsts before you load your plate.
• Don't help yourself to snacks outside of mealtimes without asking. We have agreed to 

provide you with adequate food but that doesn't mean you get free run of the larder!
• Drink water when you have a thirst to quench. Save any bought drinks until they're offered 

to you.
• Be aware of any 'special' items that we may keep as treats.  We will try to have a separate 

shelf for such things - hands off!
• In short, be content with simple but filling meals. If you really can't live without luxuries 

like fizzy drinks, feel free to bring your own.
What if there isn't enough to eat?

Talk to us about it. Make it clear that you're happy to eat simply but that you need 
larger portions.  If you are working hard, we are happy to feed you!!!

I am a smoker. Where do I smoke?
We usually do not take smokers, but if you are lucky enough to be one of the 

exceptions, we ask you to smoke outside and at least 50 feet away from the houses and any 
animals. Please try not to let any guests see you smoking.  We promote a healthy lifestyle 
here and smoking does not align with that. Please consider taking this opportunity to kick 
the habit.  

Did you know that if you smoke a cigarette and then touch a tomato plant, you can kill 
the plant? A virus from the tobacco in your cigarette can be easily transferred to plants in our 
garden like tomato, peppers, etc. If you must smoke, please go to an area away from the 
gardens, house, and camp areas. Make sure to extinguish all embers (we live in a desert!!!) 
and dispose of your butts in an outdoor trash can.

Do not leave any butts around, because we have many foraging animals that could be 
harmed from ingesting cigarette butts. Wash your hands and change your clothes before 
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touching any plants in the gardens. Like we said, we would rather you not smoke at all 
though, so consider this a good excuse to quit!

Travel Insurance
Travel insurance is required by the WWOOF organization.  We don't require you prove 

to us that you have insurance, but considering how cheap it is, it is a mistake for you not to 
purchase some.  One option of many: matadornetwork.com/content/travel-insurance/

What should I wear?
The dress code for Flip Flop Ranch is simple but very important. Please do your best 

to present a clean, sharp, wholesome appearance to our guests. In general, be sure to wear 
clean clothing appropriate for working on the farm. Jeans or overalls are the suggested 
apparel. Long shorts (to a few inches above the knees and lower) may be worn on hot 
weather days, but please NO “Daisy Dukes.” No hats may be worn backwards! Gum 
chewing is not allowed while working.

Facial piercings such as nose rings, eye rings, chin studs, and tongue studs are not 
acceptable. Hats worn while guests are here must be cowboy hats only. All tattoos must be 
covered by clothing. No extreme hairstyles such as dreadlocks, multi-colored and/or bright 
hair colors are allowed.

This is a ranch and we try to keep the cowboy attire a focus.

*Please note this is only required when we have guests, otherwise we don't care what you wear while 
working.  Just make sure you have safe footwear.
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What should I bring?
Check the weather before you come and make sure you bring weather appropriate clothing. 
• An attitude of gratitude - Warms the heart and clears 

the way.
• Tent/Sleeping Bag/Pillow – Depending on what time 

of year you are coming, please bring temperature 
appropriate gear. Remember to bring enough so that  
you are comfortable in your tent and are able to get 
good sleep.  If you do not have these please let us 
know in advance.

• Books - What interests you.  We also have a library, 
from which you are welcome to read.

• Laptop/writing materials - Keeping a journal is encouraged.
• Snacks/treats - We provide breakfast, lunch & dinner but for the extras please bring your 

own little enjoyable treats or consider an interest in using your culinary talents to bliss out 
all the kind folk here with healthy yummy snacks!

• Clothing – Light cotton clothing is a great all natural replacement for sunscreen. Think 
funky hats to keep the sun off your shoulders....the larger the hat, the better! In the spring, 
we can have cold weather at night and warm weather in the day. In the summer it can get 
quite hot. The weather is so unpredictable these days, it is best to be prepared.

• Water Bottle – Hydration is important!
• Boots – While it does get hot and flip flops are fun, we feel it is very important to keep 

your feet protected from fire ants, snakes, or your neighbor's shovel.
• Toiletries – Please bring your own soaps, lotions, shampoos, toothpaste or whatever you 

need.
• Alarm Clock – Please have a working way of getting yourselves up!
• Your Favorite Pair of Gloves – We don’t provide gloves as they are very expensive and are 

constantly lost.
• Your Hobby - What is something that you are currently interested in or have had a deep 

interest that you would like to develop in your character?
• A Flashlight/torch/headlamp! – It gets dark at night.

Where should I Park if I bring a car?
Come around the back of the property and park on the south end of barn/chicken coop area. 
Lock your car when you leave it, as we are not responsible for lost or stolen articles taken 
from your car.
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remote area, with all that 
implies in terms of other 

personal supplies you may 
need.



How do I start the day?
Generally each evening you will need 

to speak to Serina or Lisa for assignment or 
specific instructions regarding the next day's 
activities.  Longer days may be required if 
there is an emergency, but everything will be 
done to minimize this.

Get up and have breakfast whenever 
you would like, but make sure you are ready to go by 8 o’clock.  This schedule may change 
when we have guests or in emergencies.

Remember this is a ranch and on occasion you may be asked to help with ANY duty. 
We all wear many hats and there is no such thing as "that's NOT my job.”

Can I use my cell phone or iPod during the workday?
If there’s no guests, feel free to use your technology to listen to music.  Using your cell phone 
while working when we have guests can be extremely rude to our guests. We are here to 
serve them. If you need to make a call, please do it on your break. And, please save the 
texting for your break!!!!! 

What do I do when I need a break?
We ask that you take minimal breaks, But we know that sometimes you just need a break. If 
Serina or another member of the family is home, find them and ask if it is okay if you take a 
break for a certain period of time.  If you are on your own, you will have to make the best 
decisions for yourself.  Take a break if you need it, but always keep in mind that your work is 
very much needed on this farm.

I am really hot, cold, tired, etc. What 
do I do?

Just like taking a break, come and find a family member 
and talk to them about it. We can give you permission to 
take a break, a nap, do another chore, etc.  Again, if we are 
not home, use your best judgment.

I haven't been given a chore or I’m 
done.  What should I do?

There is nothing more annoying than finding a worker 
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there to help us with our everyday 

tasks, not on holiday, so keep your lie-
ins for your days off.



taking a break who says that he or she didn't know what 
else to do.  Find one of the family members and ask or use 
your brain and come up with it on your own.  There are 
always things that need to be done.  Use your imagination 
and figure something out. Are there weeds that need to be 

pulled?  Are there stalls 
that need to be mucked?  
Do the dishes need to be 
done? 

What do I do at 
the end of the 

workday?
The working day will vary 
slightly with each group of guests and if we have guests at 
all.  Some want more attention and some want less.  Also, 
taking care of the animals may take more or less time. After 
the end of your working day, pick up any trash you see, put 
away any tools or supplies.  Tools are EXPENSIVE, so look 
after them! If you misuse and damage them, we will be very 

unhappy!

Always always ALWAYS check to see if there is 

anything else you can do to help before you call it 
a day.

Customer Relations
Dealing with the guests if we have any during your visit is an important aspect of the 

ranch. A positive attitude is a must when dealing with the guests. You want to make them 
feel welcomed and wanted. Address the guests by their names. It is important to interact 
with the guests at all times sparking conversation and so forth. Have guest etiquette by being 
polite and helpful.  Never talk to guests about ranch problems, only be positive with guests 
and informative. It is important to motivate guests to participate and to completely interact 
with them.

Use basic common sense and treat people the way you would want to be treated-even 
better, treat them like they are the most cherished part of your family. A busy day with 
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several children at their feet and lots of physical activity they aren’t used to can stress out 
adults. Be sympathetic and understanding of their situation.

As one of our staff members you have the power to manage experiences with 
customers in a way that will satisfy and delight them, and keep them coming back again.  To 
do this, you need to be a pleasant and knowledgeable staff member. You need to know more 
about products, activities, and animals at Flip Flop Ranch than the customer does. Remember 
that customers are only human, with human faults and feelings. When customers are wrong, 
your role is to use your skills to help make them happy in a manner that neither embarrasses 
nor blames. Sometimes it may be difficult, but you can not lose your temper with a customer.  
Please inform Lisa or Serina about any negative interaction as soon as possible, even if you 
were able to take care of it successfully.  This is not to get you in trouble, but so that we can 
keep an eye on things to make sure the guest has a successful experience.

Have a Little Fun
Remember that it’s the people who make the place. Guests will remember you and how they 
were treated more than anything else.  Since our goal is to entertain people and make them 
feel like they’re part of the Flip Flop Ranch family, don’t be afraid to have fun and joke with 
the customers. The key, however, is to make sure that you are still enforcing rules and acting 
professionally.

Protecting the Farm
A large amount of time, energy and money has  gone into building Flip Flop Ranch. 

While working, protect and watch over the farm as guests come and go. Customers throwing 
rocks or sticks, picking fruits/veggies/nuts without permission, or tormenting the animals 
SHOULD NOT BE TOLERATED! Be aware of customers putting themselves in dangerous 
situations.

Report any of these activities immediately and tactfully ask the customers to stop the
behavior. Though it’s important to be firm, it’s also important to avoid being rude.

Know the Flip Flop Ranch Rules
1. No climbing on the hay stack
2. No picking fruits/veggies/nuts
3. NO SMOKING!!!
4. No drugs or alcohol
5. No littering
6. No inappropriate language
7. No going in pens with pigs, horses or cows-PERIOD
8. No running in the horse area

When you catch someone breaking these rules, it will be your job to determine if
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he/she deserves a warning or should be immediately escorted away from the activity. 
Always tell us if someone breaks a rule even if it’s minor.

Safety Rules
At Flip Flop Ranch we are committed to providing a safe environment for our
customers and staff members. We ask that each staff member share the responsibility of
thinking safety and the maintaining of a safe workplace for everyone. We value your
health and well being. Please help us prevent accidents. Here are some guidelines to
observe:

• Accidents or injuries, regardless of their nature or severity, should be promptly reported to 
Lisa or Serina.

• When handling rough surfaced or sharp edged materials, debris, chemicals, or hot/cold 
objects, wear suitable gloves for protection.

• DO NOT OPERATE A MACHINE, RIDE A HORSE, OR INTERACT WITH AN ANIMAL 
YOU ARE UNFAMILIAR WITH until you are properly instructed on its operation/
handling and have been authorized to use it by Lisa or Serina. 

• NEVER TAMPER WITH ANY OF THE EQUIPMENT! FARM MACHINERY AND 
ANIMALS CAN BE DANGEROUS DUE TO MISUSE CARELESSNESS OR 
MISHANDLING, SO DO NOT TOUCH THE EQUIPMENT, RIDE HORSES OR 
INTERACT WITH ANIMALS UNLESS AUTHORIZED. Violation of safety rules can result 
in immediate termination of your visit!
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• If you observe an unsafe condition, or employees acting in an unsafe manner, please report 
it immediately to Lisa or Serina.

• Look for and correct, if possible, any hazards on the farm or report them (spills, etc.)
• Know how to lift loads correctly to avoid back injuries. Bend at your knees and lift straight 

up. Do not bend over at your waist and lift.
• If you observe a guest doing anything unsafe or dangerous please tell them nicely to stop 

that behavior. If a parent is nearby, tell the parent that you were concerned for their child’s 
safety. (Example: kids climbing on the hay bales, or climbing up on one of the trees, 
climbing on a piece of farm equipment or running around the horses)

• FOR FIRE SAFETY REASONS THERE IS ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING ON THE 
PREMISES EXCEPT IN THE PARKING LOT.

Sexual Harassment/Inappropriate Behavior
Sexual harassment will not be tolerated in any way, shape, or form. From guests or other 
employees. NEVER touch or grab patrons or others in this facility. Be aware of what you say 
and do. NEVER use suggestive or lewd remarks, racist jokes or otherwise behave in ways 
that may offend. Always act appropriately and professionally.

Fire/Medical Emergency
In a fire emergency, your only concern is to get yourself and guests out of harm’s way and the 
animals if possible. Leave all personal belongings behind. In a medical emergency, your only 
concern is to secure the appropriate help. Contact Lisa or Serina. Please record any injury in 
the Daily Record book. Call 911 immediately in case of an emergency. 

Security
Everyone is issued a walkie-talkie when there are guests. With this system, any 

employee can always get in touch with management immediately.  Use the walkie-talkies to 
report emergencies (such as unruly customers, fire or medical emergencies), as well as non-
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emergency problems (such as customer complaints, requests for breaks and water, 
nonfunctioning equipment, etc.).

Unnecessary, unprofessional talking is HIGHLY discouraged. Communication
should be limited to vital information only. Please do not gossip where customers may
overhear.

The number for the San Bernardino County Sheriff Department is: (760)248-7655.

What do I do if my plans change or I’m unhappy?
First off, try not to change plans. Be respectful and honest if your plans must change or 

if you’re unhappy.  We are very frustrated when we have unreliable Wwoofers.  Yes, plans 
can shift when you’re traveling, but make sure to keep the family updated accordingly.

If you’re unhappy, don't be afraid to tell us.  We can try to solve the problem or give 
you a hug and send you on to your next adventure.  Tell us why you're unhappy. Do you
need more varied tasks? Are you not doing what we said you would be doing? Are you 
tired?

It is important to balance the commitment you have made, on the one hand, with your 
right to leave, on the other.  If we can't agree, then perhaps you will decide to move on.
1. Agree to a departure date - at least stay an extra few days. This may allow you to make 

last-minute contact with other hosts, as well as allowing us to try and find another 
WWOOFer.

2. Make sure you leave at a reasonable time of day, when you can travel safely, especially 
since we live in an isolated area.

Could I get “fired”?
Yes you could. Out of the many Wwoofers we have had, we have only ever asked a 

handful to leave.  One had a very arrogant attitude and could not take instruction. A second 
constantly texted instead of worked.  A third was a very nice young lady who was just so 
small and weak that she found she didn’t have the strength to do farm chores.

There is nothing we hate more than asking a Wwoofer to leave, but please remember 
that, while you aren't being paid, it still costs us money to have you work for us. If you do 
not earn your keep or are disrespectful, etc. then we will have to ask you to leave.

Wwoofing safety for any host farm you visit
We certainly don't expect to have any problems, but you should always err on the side 

of caution.  If possible, have a back-up plan. This might be difficult if you’re traveling 
overseas and you’ve made a commitment to volunteer for a month or few months at a place. 
Ideally, you don’t need another plan for those few months. But if possible, have a back-up 
plan. Minimally, know where you can get transportation out, when and how much it costs to 
leave if you need to. Try to have funds to leave if possible. In addition, check about where 
you could stay, nearby if necessary, at least until you can go somewhere else. You could 
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always check on Couch Surfing, Tripping, other nearby WWOOF farms, as well as hostels 
and hotels.

Leave the farm’s contact information with someone- family, friends, acquaintances. 
Give the hosts’ names, phone number and address. Call or have someone call soon after your 
arrival so the farm knows you’re connected with concerned people.  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We are always willing to help you out 
and would never abandon you if you 

needed assistance.



General Farm Information 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How to Milk Goats

"  

1 
Prepare the grain and milk bucket. Put the feeder on the milking stand and place a handful 
of grain in it (don't overdo it or your goat will bloat). Refer to the "Things You'll Need" list 
below.  
 
 
 

"  

2 
Catch the goat. If she has a collar, you can either hold onto the collar, or clip a leash onto it 
and lead her. 
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�  

3  
Separate the milking goat from the other goats. Otherwise, 
the other goats will be extremely curious and interfere somehow, 
whether it's by stealing her grain, or distracting the milking goat, 
or munching on your shirt. 

�  

4  
Lead the goat to the milking stand. If she knows the feed is 
there, she will put her head through the stanchion. Once she 
does that, clip it closed. The stanchion should be comfortably 
loose, but not allow her to slip her head back through once 
closed. If the goat is used to the routine, they will easily come up 
and jump onto the stanchion. No stress involved. 
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�  

5  
Wash down the udder and teats with the sterilized cloth and 
warm water, wring out cloth and wipe down. This does three 
things. 1) It obviously removes dirt, loose hair and piece of 
manure clinging on. 2) the warmth relaxes the goat and helps 
with milk letdown, 3) udder massage causes the release of 
oxytocin, triggering milk letdown. 

�  

6  
Place the bucket on the stand, slightly in front of her udder. 
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�  

7  
Wrap your thumb and forefinger around the base of the teat 
tightly enough to trap the milk inside the teat. 

�  

8  
Squeeze with your middle finger, then your ring finger, and 
then your pinky, in one smooth, successive motion. 
Remember to keep your grip tight on the base of the teat, or else 
instead of going into the bucket, the milk will slip right back up 
into the udder. (NOTE: Milk going back up into the udder might 
cause infection.) Also, be sure to direct the first squeeze from 
each teat (which may contain dirt and bacteria) outside the 
bucket--either on the ground or at a waiting, eager cat (or cat 
dish...). another note: don't pull on the teat! This will hurt the 
goat, causing her to try to pull her head out and probably step in 
the pail. 
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�  

9  
With some goats you may have to learn to use fewer fingers 

�  

10  
Relax your grip on the base of the teat to allow milk to refill the 
teat. 

�  

11  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Repeat steps 6-8, with one hand on each teat. Alternate, with 
one teat being squeezed while the other refills. With practice, 
you will find an efficient rhythm. 

�  

12  
Stop when you see that there isn't much milk left. The teats 
will be flaccid, with almost a "deflated" appearance. Massage the 
udder to release the remaining milk. You should get another 4-8 
ounces.
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�  

13  
Take the bucket away, and put it somewhere that it won't get 
knocked over by a curious or oblivious goat. 

�  

14  
Use a teat dip (iodine solution) after you are done milking. 
This will keep bacteria away from the teats, thereby keeping your 
goat healthier. 
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�  

15  
Grab the goat's collar (or attach a leash) and unclip the 
stanchion. 

�  

16  
Lead her back to her pen, and give her a nice scratch 
underneath her chin. 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Goats and the Benefits of Goat Milk
Two goats will produce enough quality fresh milk — with each doe averaging 3 quarts 

a day for 10 months — to feed your family all year. Add a few more goats and you'll have 
enough milk for making cheese, yogurt and even ice cream.

Goat milk ice cream?  Some of you might be raising your eyebrows right now because 
you've heard goat milk tastes funny. We could blame the funny-taste fallacy on a conspiracy 
concocted by those comical Far Side cows. But more likely it is because someone kept the 
buck among the herd, especially at milking time. A buck can be quite odoriferous, and his 
strong, musky scent can permeate the milk. The fact is, properly collected goat milk tastes 
just as good as cow milk. Some people believe it tastes better.

More of the world's people consume goat milk than cow milk. Goats are hardy 
animals: They adapt well to heat and cold, productively forage and graze, require little space, 
and are inexpensive to keep. Since mature does (females) usually weigh between 120 and 135 
pounds (dwarf breeds can weigh between 35 and 85 pounds), they're much easier to handle 
than hefty cows, which can weigh 1,000 pounds each. Goats may surprise you in other ways, 
as well. They're highly intelligent, remarkably friendly creatures. And, since they're active, 
extremely agile and very curious, their antics can amuse you for hours. 

LaManchas are unique from the other breeds in that they have no visible external ears. 
(The ears are actually just very small.) Another well-known trait is their calm and gentle 
nature. Also noted as a good milker, this larger breed comes in many colors.

Several characteristics distinguish Nubians from other dairy breeds: They have floppy 
ears, a convex, Roman nose and an energetic disposition some say is just plain stubborn. 
Another large breed with myriad coat colors, Nubians are known as the jerseys of the goat 
world for producing milk with high butterfat content.

The Nigerian Dwarf, a West African native that is turning out to be a surprisingly 
good milker. The breed's smaller size — mature does weigh between 30 and 50 pounds — 
friendly personality and variation in coat color make Nigerians very appealing. Despite their 
small size, Nigerian does kid (give birth) very easily. But the best thing is the fact that 
Nigerian milk has extremely high butterfat and protein content. The higher protein means 
you get more cheese out of the milk. Toward the end of a lactation the butterfat can reach 8 to 
10 percent, compared with about 3.5 to 6 percent for other breeds.

Goat Milk Management

We keep the milk supply flowing by breeding our does once a year, starting when they 
are 8 months old or when the does weigh at least 80 pounds (for regular-size breeds). Dairy 
goats are usually bred in the fall; however, they may be in heat any time from August to 
January. Does remain in heat for three days, usually on a 17- to 21-day cycle. We put our does 
and buck together at this time. Once bred, the buck should be separated from the does to 
ensure fresh-tasting milk. Kidding (giving birth) will occur about 145 to 150 days after 
breeding. Does usually have twins — sometimes triplets, depending on the breed. The doe 
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will "freshen" and give milk after the kids are born. If kept milked, she will continue 
producing for up to 10 months. Allow her a dry period of about two months before she 
delivers new kids and begins producing milk again.

During the milking period, we and the kids can share the milk; the doe should provide 
plenty. The best plan is — after the kids are 2 weeks old — confine them overnight and milk 
the doe in the morning. After her morning milking, we leave the kids with the doe to nurse at 
will. Sometimes we milk the does twice a day and give the kids bottles, which is labor-
intensive but helps accustom kids to human handling.

Milking the goat

Milking is easy to learn: Just ask anyone who's ever milked a cow or goat to show you how. 
Milking is easier if you feed the does some hay or grain as you milk them. Milk out both 
udders completely and milk at about the same time each day.  Keep your milking equipment 
and area clean. Once you've finished milking, filter the milk and put it in the refrigerator 
immediately.

Goat milk differs from cow milk in that the butterfat globules are smaller, so they 
disperse more easily, making goat milk naturally homogenized. Unlike cow milk, the cream 
will not separate on its own, so goat milk products will be much smoother and creamier.  
Another difference you may notice is goat milk appears whiter than cow milk.
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Heritage Livestock

The rate at which livestock breeds are disappearing 
is “alarming” and the UN is warning that precious 
genes could be lost forever.

Traditionally, farmers throughout the world have 
raised thousands of different animal breeds and plant 
varieties. However, since today’s industrial farms 
rely upon only a few specialized types of livestock 
and crops, thousands of non-commercial animal 
breeds and crop varieties have disappeared, along 
with the valuable genetic diversity they possessed. 
Fortunately, a growing number of sustainable 
farmers, such as ourselves, are preserving 
agricultural variety and protecting biodiversity by 
raising “heritage” or “heirloom” animal breeds and 
crops.

Heritage Livestock Breeds

We raise heritage breeds such as Dorkings, Cotton Patch geese, Nigerian Dwarf goats, Guinea 
hogs, Australorps, Ancona ducks and Bourbon Red Turkeys.  Heritage breeds are traditional 
livestock breeds that were raised by farmers in the past, before the drastic reduction of breed 
variety caused by the rise of industrial agriculture. Within the past 15 years, 190 breeds of 
farm animals have gone extinct worldwide, and there are currently 1,500 others at risk of 
becoming extinct. In the past five years alone, 60 breeds of cattle, goats, pigs, horses and 
poultry have become extinct.

“It’s so difficult to second guess what the future may hold. Livestock types that may have 
little value now may have great value in the future for any number of reasons.” –Glenn Selk, 
a professor of animal science at Oklahoma State University.
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"
In the US, a few main breeds dominate the livestock industry:

• 83 percent of dairy cows are Holsteins, and five main breeds comprise almost all of the 
dairy herds in the US.

• 60 percent of beef cattle are of the Angus, Hereford or Simmental breeds.
• 75 percent of pigs in the US come from only 3 main breeds.
• Over 60 percent of sheep come from only four breeds, and 40 percent are Suffolk-breed 

sheep.
Heritage vs. Heirloom

They both mean the same thing, though “heritage” is usually used to describe animals, while 
“heirloom” refers generally to kinds of plants. These terms describe varieties of animals and 
crops that have unique genetic traits, were grown or raised many years ago, and are typically 
produced in a sustainable manner.

Heritage animals were bred over time to develop traits that made them particularly well-
adapted to local environmental conditions. Breeds used in industrial agriculture are bred to 
produce lots of milk or eggs, gain weight quickly, or yield particular types of meat within 
confined facilities. Heritage breeds are generally better adapted to withstand disease and 
survive in harsh environmental conditions, and their bodies can be better suited to living on 
pasture.

These livestock breeds also serve as an important genetic resource, and when heritage breeds 
become extinct, their unique genes are lost forever and can’t be used to breed new traits into 
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existing livestock breeds. Therefore, by raising heritage livestock breeds, sustainable farmers 
not only maintain variety within our livestock populations, they also help to preserve 
valuable traits within the species so that future breeds can endure harsh conditions.

What You Can Do

There are still small farms throughout the US and Canada that specialize in producing 
heirloom and heritage foods. Visit the Eat Well Guide to find a farm, market or restaurant 
near you that sells meat, eggs and dairy products from heritage animals.

Try cooking with heirloom crop varieties to add exciting new elements to your meals; 
heirloom fruits and vegetables have unique colors, textures, and tastes that can’t be found in 
factory-farmed industrial produce. They can often be found at farmers markets around the 
country.
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COTTON PATCH GOOSE

!  
Once commonplace on farms in the southeastern United States, the Cotton Patch is a breed of 
goose that gets its name from the job it performed. These geese were used to weed cotton and 
corn fields up until the 1950s. Cotton Patch geese are remembered in the rural south for 
helping many farmers and their families survive the Great Depression by providing a regular 
source of meat, eggs, and grease.  
 
The breed’s beginnings are not clear but it is thought to have descended from European stock 
brought to the U.S. during the colonial period. Cotton Patch geese possess many qualities in 
common with other sex-linked European breeds such as the Shetland, West of England, and 
Normandy geese. However, these breeds are recent importations to North America, and have 
not played a role in the development of the Cotton Patch goose. The Cotton Patch goose is 
the remaining relic of a little known American breed of goose with parent stock that probably 
shares common ancestors with these other sex-linked geese. Cotton Patch differ from other 
sex-linked goose breeds by having pink or orange-pink bills, light weight bodies, and the 
ability to fly. 
 
The Cotton Patch is a “sleek” goose that resembles Greylag geese from which all European 
geese descend. The breed is a light- to medium-sized goose. They are a landrace breed, and 
there is some variability between strains. Their smaller size allows them to tolerate hot 
weather better than heavier breeds of geese. The Cotton Patch is an “upright” goose with tail 
in line with back and wings, giving it a clean wedge profile. The Cotton Patch’s body is more 
elongated and less rounded than breeds such as Shetland or Pilgrim goose. The paunch is 
minimal and when present has a single lobe.  
 
The Cotton Patch’s head is rounded and the beak is dished. One strain more closely 
resembles the Pilgrim goose and has a beak that is slightly “roman”. The ganders in this 
strain tend to have as many gray feathers as Pilgrim ganders, but these feathers are all dove 
gray – unlike the Pilgrim in which they can be slate gray.

Cotton Patch geese have the ability to fly well beyond their first year, easily clearing 5-6 foot 
fences without a running start. Although this may seem like a fault to some, this ability often 
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allows the birds to escape predators. As would be expected from their history, they are 
excellent foragers, and goose breeders should continue to select for this trait. Cotton Patch 
geese are very rare, and in need of serious conservation breeders.  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BOURBON RED TURKEY

!  
The Bourbon Red turkey is named for Bourbon County in Kentucky’s Bluegrass region where 
it originated in the late 1800’s. It was developed by J. F. Barbee from crosses between Buff, 
Bronze, and White Holland turkeys though the initial steps actually took place in 
Pennsylvania, where Buff turkeys of darker red hues – called Tuscarora or Tuscawara – were 
bred and then taken west with settlers bound for Ohio and Kentucky. These dark Buff 
turkeys would be the primary foundation for the new variety.  
After some years of selection, Mr. Barbee was able to produce consistently good-sized dark 
red turkeys with white wing and main tail feathers. He christened these “Bourbon 
Butternuts.” For some reason, perhaps because the name did not appeal to the public, the 
birds did not attract attention. Barbee rechristened them “Bourbon Reds,” Bourbon for his 
home county and red for the rich, chestnut color of the plumage. The name change seemed to 
work, and better sales were reported.  
 
The Bourbon Red variety was recognized by the American Poultry Association in 1909. It was 
ambitiously selected and promoted for utility traits, including a production-type 
conformation with a heavy breast and richly flavored meat. Early breeders of the Bourbon 
Red also claimed that their birds would grow as large as any Mammoth Bronze, a precursor 
to the Broad Breasted Bronze. The Bourbon Red was an important commercial variety 
through the 1930s and 1940s. As time went on, however, it declined in popularity as it was 
unable to compete with the broad breasted varieties. Since 2002, renewed interest in the 
biological fitness, survivability, and superior flavor of the Bourbon Red has captured 
consumer interest and created a growing market niche.  
 
Bourbon Red turkeys are handsome. They have brownish to dark red plumage with white 
flight and tail feathers. Tail feathers have soft red bars crossing them near the end. Body 
feathers on the toms may be edged in black. Neck and breast feathers are chestnut mahogany, 
and the undercolor feathers are light buff to almost white. The Bourbon Red’s beak is light 
horn at the tip and dark at the base. The throat wattle is red, changeable to bluish white, the 
beard is black, and shanks and toes are pink. Standard weights for Bourbon Reds are 23 
pounds for young toms and 14 pounds for young hens. Since, however, the Bourbon Red has 
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not been selected for production attributes, including weight gain, for years, many birds may 
be smaller than the standard. Careful selection for good health, ability to mate naturally, and 
production attributes will return this variety to its former stature.

The Bourbon Red is an attractive bird for either exhibition or just for the backyard. They are 
active foragers, and would probably do well in a pasture production system, either as 
purebreds or when crossed with white turkeys. They also present an attractive carcass when 
dressed, since the light pinfeathers leave no residue of dark pigment showing the feather 
follicles as with the Bronze. Unfortunately we have no recent information on growth rate, 
feed conversion or egg production for any of the rare varieties. Documentation of 
performance information is urgently needed so that this variety can be promoted for use in 
sustainable agriculture as well as for backyard breeders.  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DORKING CHICKEN

!  
The Dorking chicken is an ancient breed first developed as a landrace in the area of Kent, 
Sussex, and Surrey counties in England. This area was famous for producing poultry of the 
highest quality for the table; the five-toed Dorking having been the most sought after of these 
chickens. It is the town of Dorking, once called Darking, for which the breed was named.  
 
The origin of Dorking chickens is a bit of a mystery. The Roman author, Columella wrote of 
five-toed fowls in Rome whose description fits Dorkings fairly well. Popular history is that 
the Romans brought five-toed fowls with them when they invaded in 43 A.D. Curious is the 
fact that these five-toed fowls were so respected by the Romans for their fine table qualities, 
but none are to be found in Italy. One could speculate that the Romans may have brought the 
five-toed Ardennes chickens from Belgium and that these formed the basis for the Dorking 
breed. We also know that prior to the Roman arrival in Britain, Phoenician traders were 
known to visit from the Mediterranean and exchange poultry for tin in Great Britain.  
 
Dorking chickens are to be found in several colors, the most ancient of these being the White, 
the Colored (or Coloured), and the Silver Gray. Much old literature speculates that the White 
Dorking chicken is the original variety. We know that the Colored Dorking is the largest of 
the Dorking chicken varieties and that the Silver Gray Dorking was derived from it. Other 
colors of Dorking chickens include Cuckoo, Black, Red, and Speckled.  
 
As a table fowl, the Dorking chicken has few peers and no superlatives. The flesh is tender 
and delicate. The chickens are well fleshed in the choicest sections: breast, merrythought 
(wishbone area), and wings. Early Dorking chicken breeders so valued the breed that it was 
only with great difficulty that any live chickens could be obtained at any price. At one time it 
was rumored that the town of Dorking had a law against selling the chickens alive.  
 
Though easily fattened for the pot, Dorking hens are excellent winter layers, and could be 
said to be very good layers except for their propensity to sit after laying 35-50 eggs. They are 
exemplary sitters and mothers; often staying with the chicks far longer than hens of other 
breeds. Dorking hens also tend to welcome chicks of other hens. Dorking pullets are slow to 
come into lay, but will be found to lay all through the winter – a time when eggs are harder to 
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come by.  The breed is not much inclined to wander far from home, though they are good 
foragers. They like to roost in trees when given a chance – something unexpected of a large 
chicken with short legs.  
 
Exactly when Dorking chickens arrived in America is a bit of a mystery. We do know they 
were well distributed here before 1840, and were even shown at the first poultry show in 
America in 1849. By 1904 they were the most popular breed in their native England. The 
Dorking chicken is recognized by the American Poultry Association in three varieties: White 
(1874), Silver-Gray (1874), and Colored (1874).  Males weigh 9 lbs and females weigh 7 lbs.  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AUSTRALORP CHICKEN

!  
Black Orpington chickens from the poultry yards of William Cook and Joseph Partington 
were imported into Australia during the period between 1890 and about 1900. In England 
during this same period, Black Orpingtons were being refined for their meat qualities. 
However, the Australians immediately valued the breed for its egg-laying ability and 
continued to breed along the lines of the original type. The Australians were very practical 
poultry breeders, and so with egg production as a singular goal, they made outcrosses to 
Minorca, White Leghorn, and Langshan chickens – even as William Cook had in the creation 
of the Orpington. The end result was an excellent production chicken, but one which little 
resembled Orpingtons as bred in other countries.

 
In 1902, during Australia’s winter season, the Hawkesbury Agricultural College held a six-
month egg-laying contest between various breeds of chickens. With 41 pens in all, Black 
Orpingtons took seven of the thirteen top placements. This was the first of many egg-laying 
contests in which Australian-bred Orpingtons would compete. By 1922-23 “Australian 
Laying Orpingtons” were setting records. At Geelong, Victoria, a pen of six “Australorp” 
hens set a world record by laying 1857 eggs in 365 days – an average of 309.5 eggs each. At 
the Grafton contest in 1923-24 an Australorp hen laid 347 eggs in 365 days. Soon after a hen of 
the Burns bloodline broke the world record, laying 354 eggs in twelve months. Another hen 
set a new world record when she laid an amazing 364 eggs in 365 days!

 
One can say that the Australorp chicken became distinct from the Orpington chicken by a 
combination of divergent breeder goals – meat production for Orpingtons, egg production 
for Australorps – and the competition to win egg-laying contests. Five primary bloodlines of 
Australorps were developed during the period between 1900 and 1922: Graham, Burns, 
Christie, Bertelsmeier, and Drewitt. While these breeders utilized different crosses on the 
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imported Orpington chickens, all had in mind the general type originally released by William 
Cook. They also all bred to eliminate broodiness, and this had much to do with the 
commercial success and the establishment of these chickens as their own breed.

 
With such great successes in the egg-laying contests, poultrymen worldwide became 
interested in these chickens. Many were imported into England and America in the early 
1920s. Breeders struggled to distinguish them from Orpingtons, and many names were 
applied, such as: Australs, Australian Utility Black Orpingtons, Australian Laying 
Orpingtons. Finally, during the early 1920s the breed was identified as Australorps.

Australorp chickens are a medium weight breed with fairly close-fitting feathers. They lay 
and abundance of large tinted eggs, often averaging 26-27 ounces per dozen.  Australorps 
were recognized as a standard breed by the American Poultry Association in 1929 and are 
found in only one variety, black. Males weigh 8.5 lbs and females weigh 6.5 lbs.  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NAVAJO CHURRO SHEEP

!  
Navajo-Churros have a double-coated fleece that weighs four to six pounds. The fine, soft 
inner coat provides insulation, and the long, coarse outer coat protects the inner coat from 
dust and dirt while repelling rain and snow. The fleece is low in grease, which makes it easy 
to process. Navajo-Churro sheep are found in several colors, including white, silver, blue, 
brown, red, black, and spotted. Patterns such as badger face are common. This range of hues 
is valued by wool crafters and sheep breeders alike. The wool of the Navajo-Churro is 
primarily considered a carpet wool and it is often used for rug weaving.

America’s first domestic sheep were small, rugged Churro sheep from Spain, brought by 
Francisco Coronado in 1540 and Don Juan de Onate in 1598. Sheep were used as a source of 
meat for the explorers and for the missionaries who followed and established a chain of 
missions throughout the region that is now Mexico and the southwestern United States. 
During the "Golden Age" of the southwestern sheep industry (1788–1846), master weavers 
from Mexico promoted their skills, and the trade in textiles and livestock was significant. In 
1807, Zebulon Pike reported that a single flock of Spanish sheep could number 20,000.

Southwestern Churros went down the Chihuahua and the Santa Fe trails and eventually all 
the way to California. Churro sheep found their way into the hands of Native Americans 
who used the sheep for meat but especially came to value the wool, a wonderful new 
material that was quickly adopted for production of textiles. Sheep soon became the basis for 
subsistence and trade in Hispanic and Native American economies. During this time 
selection for fleece character, coupled with the natural -selection of the challenging 
environment of the arid Southwest, forged the Navajo-Churro breed.

In the 1860s, the Navajo-Churro sheep population was nearly destroyed as part of the United 
States government’s efforts to subjugate the Navajo people. Churro stock was further diluted 
by continuing efforts to "improve" Native American flocks through introduction of other 
breeds. The government’s attempts to control rangeland erosion led to further slaughter of -
Native American flocks. By the mid-1930s, very few "purebred" Navajo-Churros remained, 
and they were scattered across the Southwest.
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In 1977, Dr. Lyle McNeal and other conservationists began an effort to protect the breed from 
extinction. McNeal, an animal scientist at Utah State University, founded the Navajo Sheep 
Project to conserve the Navajo-Churro, especially among the traditional herders and weavers 
of the Southwest. The Navajo-Churro Sheep Association and registry were formed in 1986 
and included the many groups of people who have historically been involved with the breed. 
The Navajo-Churro has benefited from this broad-based conservation effort, and registrations 
rose steadily from 1986 through 1997. The Navajo-Churro is still rare, but its survival now 
seems assured.

The Navajo-Churro sheep is a hardy breed, adapted to the adverse conditions found in hot, 
dry deserts and sub-zero climates. It has long legs, a narrow body, and light bones. Both ewes 
and rams may be polled or have two or four horns. Mature rams average 160–200 pounds 
and mature ewes about 100–120 pounds. The breed is noted for prolificacy. Lambs are easily 
born and vigorous, and the ewes are excellent mothers. The weaning rate is high, especially 
given the environment.

Navajo-Churros have a double-coated fleece that weighs four to six pounds. The fine, soft 
inner coat provides insulation, and the long, coarse outer coat protects the inner coat from 
dust and dirt while repelling rain and snow. The fleece is low in grease, which makes it easy 
to process. Navajo-Churro sheep are found in several colors, including white, silver, blue, 
brown, red, black, and spotted. Patterns such as badger face are common. This range of hues 
is valued by wool crafters and sheep breeders alike. The wool of the Navajo-Churro is 
primarily considered a carpet wool and it is often used for rug weaving.  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Disclaimer
This handbook is designed to acquaint you with the ranch and provide you with 

information about working here.  The handbook is not all inclusive, but is intended to 
provide you with a summary of some of the ranch’s guidelines. Flip Flop Ranch (FFR) 
reserves the right to change the contents of this handbook at any time, with or without 
notice.

This Employee Handbook does not constitute a contract, express or implied, nor is 
it to be interpreted to be a contract between FFR and yourself. You should be aware that 
FFR is an at-will employer and that you are hired at-will. Just as you may voluntarily leave 
at any time, your employment may be terminated at any time, with or without cause, and 
with or without notice at the option of FFR.

No person, other than the Chief Executive Officer has the authority to enter into 
any employment agreement or agreement regarding benefits with any current or 
prospective employee. Any such agreement must be in writing, signed by the Chief 
Executive Officer. The violation of any policy, procedure, rule, regulation or code may 
result in disciplinary action, up to and including termination.

No employee handbook can anticipate every circumstance or question. After 
reading the handbook, employees that have questions should talk with Lisa or Serina. In 
addition, the need may arise to change the guidelines described in the handbook, except 
for the twill nature of the employment, FFR, therefore, reserves the right to interpret them 
or to change them without prior notice.
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